Bayesian quantile regression for nonlinear mixed-effects joint models for longitudinal data in the presence of mismeasured covariate errors.
Quantile regression (QR) models have recently received increasing attention in longitudinal studies where measurements of the same individuals are taken repeatedly over time. When continuous (longitudinal) responses follow a distribution that is quite different from a normal distribution, usual mean regression (MR)-based linear models may fail to produce efficient estimators, whereas QR-based linear models may perform satisfactorily. To the best of our knowledge, there have been very few studies on QR-based nonlinear models for longitudinal data in comparison to MR-based nonlinear models. In this article, we study QR-based nonlinear mixed-effects (NLME) joint models for longitudinal data with non-central location and outliers and/or heavy tails in response, and non-normality and measurement errors in covariate under Bayesian framework. The proposed QR-based modeling method is compared with an MR-based one by an AIDS clinical dataset and through simulation studies. The proposed QR joint modeling approach can be not only applied to AIDS clinical studies, but also may have general applications in other fields as long as relevant technical specifications are met.